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Haas & Haas Teahaus 

"Casual Hangout Spot"

Unwind after a hectic day at work by sipping on some aromatic tea at

Haas & Haas Teahaus. This is a pure paradise for the tea lovers with the

variety of tea concoctions on their menu. If you are not very fond of tea,

the menu also features a range of coffee varieties and juices. Open since

8a, this chic cafe is perfect for a breakfast before kick-starting your day.

The food menu consists of delicacies from around the world. Try their

decadent muffins or enjoy a hearty club sandwich that has been loved by

their regulars. The cozy patio seating complemented by the warm

hospitality assures a pleasant dining experience whenever you are here.

 +43 1 512 2666  www.haas-haas.at/  teehaus@haas-haas.at  Stephansplatz 4, Viena

 by Herzi Pinki   

Meierei 

"Milk, Cheese & Much More Heading Your

Way"

An important part of one of the most popular restaurants in

Vienna—Steirereck—this milk and cheese bar continues the tradition of

satisfying patrons. Come by to sample the wine and cheese - an eclectic

range is on offer. While there, you can always step into the sister

restaurants to have a taste of contemporary cuisine. Make sure you have

enough to shell out, as all the luxury comes for a cost.

 +43 1 713 3168  www.steirereck.at/meierei

/

 wien@steirereck.at  Am Heumarkt 2A, Steirereck,

Viena

Corns n' Pops 

"Eclectic Cereal Shop"

Corns n' Pops lets travelers return to simpler times, offering a huge

assortment of cereals, milks and fresh fruits for guests to combine into the

perfect breakfast. For diners with dietary concerns, gluten-free cereal and

dairy-free milk alternatives allow for almost everyone to sample this

eclectic location. A number of additional items such as bagels, salads,

sandwiches and even the errant pasta dish or two make an appearance on

the menu. Great for travelers who slept through their hotel's breakfast,

Corns n' Pops is an eclectic concept that's worth a look.

 +43 4716 4321  www.cornsnpops.com/  office@cornsnpops.com  Gumpendorfer Strasse 37,

Viena
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